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Zimbabwe banknotes in the range of 10 dollars to 100 billion dollars, which will be printed within a year. The scale of the currency scale means the extent of hyperinflation. Hyperinflation in Zimbabwe was a period of currency instability in Zimbabwe that began in February 2007, according to Cagan's definition of
hyperinflation. During the peak of inflation from 2008 to 2009, it was difficult to measure Zimbabwe's hyperinflation, as the Zimbabwean government stopped submitting official inflation statistics. However, Zimbabwe's highest inflation month is estimated to be 79.6 billion percent in the month and 89.7 percent year-on-year
in mid-November 2008. [1] In April 2009, Zimbabwe stopped printing its currency, using currencies from other countries. [2] In mid-2015, Zimbabwe announced that it had fully converted to the US dollar by the end of the year. [3] In June 2019, the Zimbabwean government announced the reintroduction of the RTGS
dollar, now known simply as the Zimbabwe dollar, and that all foreign currencies are no longer legal tender. [4] By mid-July 2019, inflation had risen to 175%, raising fears that the country was entering a new phase of hyperinflation. [5] [6] In March 2020, a new task force for the assessment of monetary issues was set up,
with inflation of more than 500% per year. [8] By July 2020, the annual inflation rate was estimated at 737%. [9] Historical context On April 18, 1980, the Republic of Zimbabwe was born from the former British colony of Southern Rhodesia. The Rhodesian dollar was replaced by the Zimbabwean dollar at face value. When
Zimbabwe gained independence, the newly introduced Zimbabwean dollar was initially more valuable than the US dollar at official exchange rates. However, this did not reflect the reality, as it was less valuable in terms of purchasing power in open and black markets, mainly due to higher inflation in Zimbabwe. [10] [11]
In its early years, Zimbabwe experienced strong growth and development. Wheat production for non-dry years was proportionally higher than in the past. The tobacco industry also flourished. Economic indicators for the country were strong. From 1991 to 1996, President Robert Mugabe's Zimbabwean ZANU-PF
government launched a Economic Structure Adjustment Programme (ESAP), which had a serious negative impact on Zimbabwe's economy. In the late 1990s, the government introduced land reforms to drive out white landowners and put their farms in the hands of black farmers. However, many of these farmers had no
experience or training in agriculture. [12] From 1999 to 2009, the country recorded a sharp decline in food production and in all other sectors. the banking sector collapsed as farmers were unable to obtain loans for capital development. Food production capacity fell by 45%, manufacturing output fell by 29% in 2005, 26%
in 2006 and 28% in 2007, and unemployment rose to 80%. [13] Life expectancy declined. [14] The Reserve Zimbabwe blamed hyperinflation for economic sanctions imposed by the United States of America, the IMF, and the European Union. [16] These sanctions concerned the Zimbabwean Government[17] the freezing
of assets and the refusal of visas for 200 specific Zimbabweans closely associated with the Mugabe regime. [18] There were also restrictions on trade with Zimbabwe, both by individual companies and by the U.S. Treasury Department's Office of Foreign Assets Control. [19] The largest denomination of a Zimbabwean
banknote (100,000,000,000,000) A monetarist view[20] is that a general increase in the prices of things is less a commentary on the value of these things than about the value of money. This has objective and subjective components: objective that money has no fixed basis to give it a value. Subjectively, the people who
hold the money lack confidence in their ability to retain their value. The key to both components is discipline in creating additional money. However, the Mugabe government printed money to fund military involvement in the Democratic Republic of Congo and in the Second Congo War in 2000, including higher salaries for
army and government officials. Zimbabwe reported its war spending to the International Monetary Fund by perhaps 23 million dollars a month. [21] Another motive for excessive money creation was self-dealing. Transparency International ranks Zimbabwe's government 157th out of 177 in terms of institutionalized
corruption. [23] The resulting lack of confidence in the government undermines confidence in the future and confidence in the currency. Government economic missteps can lead to bottlenecks and employ people with circumvention rather than productivity. Although this harms the economy, it does not necessarily
undermine the value of the currency, but can damage confidence in the future. Widespread poverty and violence, including state violence to stifle political opposition, also undermine swell swells confidence in the future. [24] Land reform reduced agricultural production, especially in tobacco, which accounted for a third of
Zimbabwe's foreign exchange revenues. Manufacturing and mining also declined. An objective reason, in turn, was that the agricultural sector was placed in the hands of inexperienced people; and subjectively that the step undermines the security of the property. Unstable stability and unrest in government were evident
in other areas. [25] Zimbabwean troops trained by North Korean soldiers carried out a massacre in the southern provinces of Matabeleland and the Midlands in the 1980s, although Mugabe's government carried out guerrilla attacks on civilian and state forces. leads. Conflicts between the Ndebele ethnic minority and
Mugabe's majority shona have led to many clashes[26] and there are also unrest between blacks and whites, where land reform has been a factor. One aspect of this reform, which seeks to drive whites out of business ownership, prompted many to leave the country. [27] The Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe reacted the
value of the dollar is dwindling by repeatedly arranging the printing of other banknotes[28][29][30][31][32] often at high costs from foreign suppliers. On March 1, 2008, it was reported that documents obtained by the Sunday Times showed that the Munich-based company Giesecke &amp; Devrient (G&amp;D) received
more than €500,000 per week for the delivery of banknotes amounting to USD 170 trillion per week. [33] [34] By the end of 2008, inflation had risen so high that ATMs for a major bank caused a data overflow error and stopped customers' attempts to withdraw money with so many zeros. [35] Self-perpetuation In
Zimbabwe, neither the issuance of higher denomination banknotes nor the proclamation of new currency regimes led the holders of the currency to expect that the new money would be more stable than the old one. The remedies announced by the government never provided a credible basis for monetary stability. [36]
[37] One reason why the currency continued to decline in value and cause hyperinflation is that so many people expected it. [38] The inflation rate of nsimbabvis since independence (officially until July 2008, Estimates thereafter) Date date date date 1980 7% 1986 15% 1992 40% 1998 48% 2004 133% 1981 14% 1987
10% 1993 20% 1999 57% 2005 586% 1982 15% 1988 7% 1994 25% 200 005 55% 2006 1.281% 1983 19% 1989 14% 1995 28% 2001 112% 2007 6.62×105% 1984 10% 19 90 17% 1996 16% 2002 199% July 2008 2.315×109% 1985 10% 1991 48% 1997 20% 2003 599% Mid-November 2008 7.96×1010% During the
five-year period of hyperinflation, inflation fluctuated sharply. At one point, the U.S. ambassador to Zimbabwe predicted 1.5 million percent. In June 2008, the annual rate of price increase was 11.2 million percent. The worst inflation occurred in 2008, leading to the abandonment of the currency. The peak month of
hyperinflation occurred in mid-November 2008 at an estimated rate of 79,600,000,000% per month. [1] As a result, US dollar 1 was equivalent to the dizzying sum of 2,621,984,228 US dollars. [39] [40] On 13 July 2007, the Zimbabwean government announced that it had temporarily suspended the publication of (official)
inflation figures, a move that observers said should draw attention to the de-dematon inflation that symbolizes the country's unprecedented economic meltdown. [42] In 2008, inflation accelerated dramatically, from a rate of over 100,000%[43] to an estimated rate of over 1,000,000% by May,[44][45] and almost
250,000,000% in July. [46] As the quantity theory of money predicted, this hyperinflation was linked to the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe's decision to increase the money supply. [Quote Required] Implied price While hyperinflation accelerated, the value of the against other currencies, but the official exchange rates
published by the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe have rarely been updated; this made it impossible to Official source of how much the Zimbabwe an dollar was really worth against other currencies on a given day, which in turn disrupted international business transactions with the Zimbabwe dollar. WM/Reuters employees
developed an indirect measuring tool called the Old Mutual Implied Rate (OMIR). [47] This took the daily price of the shares of the insurance company Old Mutual, which was traded on the London and Harare stock exchanges, and derived a national daily price between the Zimbabwean dollar and the pound. [48] [49]
Shares had much less stringent capital controls than the Zimbabwean banking system, so the shares were used as vehicles for capital shifts between currencies by buying shares in London or Harare and then selling them at the other location. The Old Mutual Implied Rate was a widely accepted reference rate for
unofficial currency exchange until the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe's intervention in May 2008 prohibited the transfer of shares to Old Mutual, ABC and Kingdom Meikles Africa from the country, thereby blocking their fungibility. Adjustment use of foreign currencies In 2007, the government declared inflation illegal. Those
who increased the prices of goods and services have been arrested. This would amount to a price freeze, which is usually ineffective in stopping inflation. [50] Officials arrested numerous executives for changing their prices. [51] In December 2008, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe licensed about 1,000 foreign exchange
transactions. [53] Citizens had increasingly used foreign currency on daily exchanges, as local businesses had reported lower prices in Zimbabwean dollars because they needed foreign currency to import foreign goods. Many businesses and street vendors continue to do so without obtaining the license. [54] In January
2009, acting Finance Minister Patrick Chinamasa lifted the restriction on the use of only Zimbabwean dollars. [Quote Required] This, too, recognized what many were already doing. Citizens were allowed to use the US dollar, the euro and the South African rand. Teachers and civil servants, however, were still paid in
Zimbabwean dollars. Although their salaries were in the trillions per month, they amounted to about USD 1 or half of the daily bus price. [55] The government also used a restriction on bank withdrawals to try to limit the amount of money in circulation. It limited the cash withdrawals to 500,000 $Z, which is about 0.25 US
dollars. [56] The official black market, black market and OMIR exchange rates from January 1, 2001 to February 2, 2009. Note the logarithmic scale. Prices in shops and restaurants were still quoted in Zimbabwean dollars, but adjusted several times a day. All acquired Zimbabwean dollars had to be parallel market for
foreign currencies[57] as the holder would suffer a significant loss in value. For example, minibus drivers were legally obliged to accept payments from passengers in Zimbabwean dollars, to accept, Throughout the day: Evening commuting was therefore the most expensive trip of the day, with the price even higher the
next morning. A driver may have to exchange money three times a day, not in banks, but in back office rooms and parking lots. Such commercial establishments constituted a black market, an arena that was expressly outside the law. Transactors could evade the price freeze and mandate to use Zimbabwean dollars.
The black market served demand for day-to-day goods such as soap and bread, as grocery stores operating under the law stopped selling items whose prices were strictly controlled, or charged customers more when they paid in Zimbabwean dollars. [58] At some point, a loaf of bread on the regular market was
550,000,000 dollars, when bread was even available; Aside from a trip to another country, the black market was the only option for almost all goods, and bread could cost 10,000,000,000 Z dollars. [59] Renaming In 1980, the Zimbabwean dollar became the common currency. Originally, the paper notes were in
denominations of 2, 5, 10 and 20 and coins in denominations of 1, 5, 10, 20, 50 cents and Z1. Because larger bills were needed to pay money for the amount of people, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe planned to print and distribute denominations of up to 10, 20, 50 and 100 trillion z dollars. [60] Announcements of new
designations have become more frequent; The bill, which was valued at more than 200,000,000 U.S. dollars, was announced just days after the printing of the 100,000,000-dollar bills. The government has not tried to combat inflation with fiscal and monetary policy. In 2003, there were more and more bottlenecks. [61] In
2006, before hyperinflation peaked, the Bank announced that it would print larger banknotes to buy foreign currencies. The Reserve Bank printed a bill of USD 21 trillion to pay off debts to the International Monetary Fund. [62] Three times, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe has re-nominated its currency. First, in August
2006, the Reserve Bank recalled banknotes in exchange for new banknotes, with three zeros lowered from the currency. [63] In July 2008, the Governor of the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, Gideon Gono, announced a new Zimbabwean dollar, this time with 10 zeros removed. The 10 billion Z-dollars would be re-
nominating to be Z1. [64] This step was not only to slow down inflation, but also to make calculations more manageable. [65] A third renaming, which produced the fourth Zimbabwe dollar, took place in February 2009 and fell 12 more zeros from the currency. So it was 10 trillion dollars, worth 10 trillion dollars, since the
three reschedulings together increased the value of an original dollar by 103 × 1010 × 1012 = Reduced. Computers could not handle the zeros in such a way that forms of money other than normal money (bear cheques) had to be used. Banks had to enter a smaller amount on the deposit or withdrawal slip and then a
declaration of coverage such as multiply by 1 000 000 or add 10 zeros to your amount to get the real value. The same was true for companies and all traders. Dealer. One solution actually adopted by Zimbabwe was to introduce a certain foreign currency as the official currency. To facilitate trade, it is less important which
currency is introduced than the government having to standardize a single currency. The US dollar, the euro and the South African rand were candidates; the US dollar had the greatest credibility and was the most traded in Zimbabwe. [66] Zimbabwe could have joined the nearby nations of Lesotho, Namibia, South Africa
and Eswatini, which form the Common Currency Area, or RandZone[10] by formally deciding to use the rim to promote trade and stability. [67] In 2009, the government put pressure on Zimbabwe. [66] This implicitly solved the chronic problem of a lack of confidence in the Zimbabwean dollar and forced people to use the
foreign currency of their choice. Since then, Zimbabwe has used a combination of foreign currencies, mostly US dollars. In 2014, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe unveiled convertible coins in denominations of 0.01 BIS 0.50 US dollars. The bank said 80% of Zimbabweans use the US dollar, and said the local shortage of
coins is leading retailers to round up prices to the next higher dollar. The coins extend the use of the dollar as a de facto currency, and indeed the SNB has repeatedly assured that it does not intend to return a national currency. [68] In May 2016, the USD's liquidity had fallen rapidly, and John Mangudya, the governor of
the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe, said Zimbabwe would print a new bond that he said would be at the level of the US dollar. [69] This should be done within the next two months. Some citizens disputed this, saying that the 2008 error is now coming back and they would not accept the bonds. The official rate of inflation in
Zimbabwe in July 2018 was 4.3% (compared to 2.9% in June). [70] [71] In June 2019, the official inflation rate was 97.9%. [4] Demonetisation In June 2015, the Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe said it would launch a process of demonization (i.e. the official valuation of a flat currency at zero). The plan was to complete the
changeover to the US dollar by the end of September 2015. [3] In December 2015, Patrick Chinamasa, Zimbabwe's finance minister, declared that they would make the Chinese yuan their main reserve currency and legal tender after China forgiven 40 million U.S. dollars in debt. [72] However, this was denied by the
Reserve Bank of Zimbabwe in January 2016. [73] In June 2016, nine currencies were legal tender in Zimbabwe, but it was estimated that 90% of transactions were made in US dollars and 5% in rand. [74] Return of Hyperinflation In 2019, the new Finance Minister, Mthuli Ncube, presided over the transition from foreign
currency to a new Zimbabwean currency and the resulting return of hyperinflation. [75] [76] [77] It was estimated that inflation reached 500% in 2019. [76] [78] According to Trading Economics, the annual inflation rate in Zimbabwe was 540% in February 2020. [79] The annual inflation rate was in March 2020 with a bleak
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